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DIRECTION
INFORMATION
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MOTION
RESOLUTION

REQUEST/ISSUE & BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

I ssue:

City Council discussed Climate Resilience and Sustainability at its retreat in
December 2017. At that time, council determined to hold a work session on the topic after
the Climate Conference to further discuss issues and potential council action. This item
fulfills that directive and has several parts:
•
•
•
•
•

Background information on city efforts in sustainability through STAR
STAR program guidance on climate change mitigation and adaptation
Information on the Climate Compact
City Council member reports on the Climate conference
Information on what other entities in the community are doing
o Yampa Valley Sustainability Council
o Yampa Valley Electric Association

Discussion points for council include:
•
•
•

Any additional action on STAR
Position on membership in the Climate Compact
Where do we go from here
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B ackground I nformation: City Council set Sustainability as part of its 2014 goals and

established a Green Team of city employees and community members to identify a
framework for this effort. The Green Team chose, with council endorsement, the STAR
(Sustainability Tools for Assessing & Rating Communities) framework. The city carried out
a full STAR benchmark assessment in 2015 and was rated a 4 Star Community (out of 5
stars), with 446 of 720 possible points. The City’s complete benchmark submittal and the
STAR score sheets are on the city website: http://steamboatsprings.net/star. The Green
Team then cross referenced adopted city plans with STAR outcomes, selected those
outcomes which best fit identified city values, and then identified goals using the STAR
framework. These goals were adopted by council in 2016. City staff identified action steps
to move forward in each goal area and have been steadily working on these steps in 2017
and 2018. The City is set to conduct its follow up benchmark assessment in 2019. Staff
will request $10,000 in funding for this process in the 2019 budget. See Attachment 1 for
the City of Steamboat Springs Sustainability Action Plan, which is a full report on the City’s
history, goals, action steps and progress on sustainability.

STAR P rogram Guidance on Climate Action: STAR Communities has developed a

report that outlines how communities can utilize the STAR Community Rating System to
prioritize planning and make decisions on Climate Change Mitigation and Adaption. The full
STAR report is on the City’s website: http://steamboatsprings.net/star. STAR guidance
focuses mitigation efforts on reduction in Greenhouse Gas emissions from five foundational
categories – primary categories of energy, transportation and development, and waste, and
secondary categories of land use, and economic consumption and production. The
framework then identifies the STAR outcome measurements needed to benchmark each
area, as well as the Action Steps that could be taken to improve benchmark performance.
The second part of STAR guidance focuses on climate adaptation work, which includes
identification of hazards, vulnerability assessment, risk assessment, and development of
action steps for built environment, natural systems, and social systems. The STAR program
guidance clearly lays out a framework that creates a path forward for addressing climate
change. Staff have not analyzed the City’s status within the STAR program as it relates to
climate mitigation and adaptation, nor has staff implemented this guidance. Any future
analysis or implementation would likely require additional staffing or consulting resources.

Climate Compact:

The Compact of Colorado Communities is an intergovernmental
organization that focuses on the necessity for building capacity in local governments and
community collaboration to rapidly scale up and advance climate action planning. Cities and
counties may join the Compact through passing resolutions or executing the Compact
member agreement. Membership in the compact is binding and has no term length. Please
see attachment 2 for the “Detailed Guidelines for Member Participation and Commitments.”
Membership in the Compact requires commitment of elected official and management staff
participation in training and meetings, a membership fee, and member actions, including to
establish and publicly announce a new goal or initiative by no later than December 31, 2019
that meets the appropriate aggressiveness threshold. (Threshold TBD by the Colorado
Compact Steering Committee). The compact is governed by a steering committee that
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includes representation from member communities. The Association of Climate Change
Officers (ACCO) is the administrator and fiscal agent for the compact. The Compact notes
that member benefits include technical support and guidance, access to pro bono resources
and tools, networking, recognition as a signatory, access to special events, and online
training.

City Council Member R eports: Council members Kathi Meyer and Sonja Macys attended

the Colorado Communities Symposium conference, which focused on visioning workshops
and educational programs related to climate preparedness and clean energy development
in Colorado. P lease see attachment 3 for Kathi Meyer’s report and attachment 4 for Sonja
Macys report on the conference. Councilwoman Macys requested that the Governor’s
Executive Order on Supporting Colorado’s Clean Energy Transition be provided to council –
this is attachment 5. Councilwoman Macys also requested that a Mountain Town news
article be provided to council – this is attachment 6.

Other Community Efforts: Other organizations within the community are working on
their own sustainability efforts – at times in partnership with the city. These include:
Yampa Valley Sustainability Council (YVSC): YVSC has programs and efforts which directly
address sustainability and climate action. The mission of Yampa Valley Sustainability
Council is to be a resource and catalyst for building a sustainable community. YVSC does
this through education, programs and by building collaboration among individuals,
organizations, businesses, and government. YVSC programs include an adult education
series (Talking Green and the Green Building Tour), a Zero Waste Initiative, Youth
Education (Sustainable Schools), and ReTree and Recycle Day events. In addition, YVSC
manages Yampa Valley Recycles and the Energy FIT (Financing, Incentives, Training)
Initiative. YVSC’s Executive Director Sarah Jones served on the City’s Green Team. YVSC
has provided information as part of the council packet for this item.
Yampa Valley Electric Association (YVEA): YVEA is a member owned, local, not-for-profit
electric cooperative serving over 26,000 homes and businesses in NW Colorado and Carbon
County, WY. YVEA sustainability related programs include partnering with the City and
YVSC on Censible Energy, partnering with GRID Alternatives Colorado and the Colorado
Energy Office on a community solar array, providing a renewable energy interconnection
program, operating a residential light bulb recycling program, partnering with the Clean
Energy Collective on a solar garden, and purchasing hydro power generated from the
Stagecoach Reservoir from the Upper Yampa Water Conservancy District. In addition, YVEA
has worked diligently with the City on replacing traditional street lights with a new LED
street lights as a means to save energy. YVEA’s Energy Services Coordinator, Megan MooreKemp, served on the City’s Green Team.
Colorado Mountain College (CMC): CMC offers a Sustainable Studies (BA) degree with

sustainability courses in watershed science, permaculture design, sustainable business,
ecology, sustainability research and others at the Steamboat Springs Campus. The city
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worked with CMC’s program and the school’s sustainability club to recruit interns for the
STAR benchmarking process.
II.

ALTERNATIVES:

This item is for information and discussion purposes. Staff seek clarification on what council
would like to accomplish within this topic area. Specific questions include:
A) Does council have any additional steps that they would like to direct city staff to take
within the STAR framework?
B) Would City Council like the city to join the Climate Compact? If so, which council
members would take on the required liaison role?
C) Where would council like to go from here with sustainability and climate resilience?
With specific direction, staff can come back to council with options that fit a certain budget
amount, or budget and staffing needs for specific/select options.
III.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommend that future efforts continue to utilize the STAR framework and that the
city continue to implement cost effective strategies that meet council’s goals.
IV.

FISCAL IMPACTS:

Sustainability items are not identified in a single budget and instead are woven throughout
the city’s operating budget for the different departments. Examples of this include:
• $97,875 in the Public Works Engineering Division 2017 budget for the stream
management plan, plus an additional $12,000 of in-kind staff time. This project
includes grant funding of $51,875 from the Colorado Water Conservation Board,
$21,000 from the Yampa/White/Green Basin Roundtable, $5,000 from Routt County,
$5,000 from the Yampa Valley Flyfishers, and $15,000 from the City.
• $63,600 in the Internal Services Facilities division 2017 budget for HVAC
replacements – this included replacing three boilers at Howelsen with new equipment
that are 95% efficient, and replacing a heat source at Stockbridge transit with a new
efficient heat source.
City council also budgets directly for STAR sustainability goal projects – the budget amount
was $40,000 in 2017 and is $33,000 in 2018. 2017 dollars were used on a wetlands
inventory, wetlands mapping, mapping and GIS work, and matching funds to Routt County
for a hazard mitigation plan that addresses multiple areas, including water and stormwater.
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2018 dollars are slated for vulnerability and risk assessments and mitigation planning within
the areas of tourism and recreational facilities, as well as a transit baseline as part of the
transportation management planning process.
In the past four years, since the inception of the program, the City has funded a total of
$32,000 toward the Censible Energy program which is coordinated by the Yampa Valley
Sustainability Council (YVSC).
In addition, from 2013-2018, the City has funded $81,000 to the Yampa Valley Sustainability
Council through the community support budget.
Finally, the city has partnered with YVEA on installing LED streetlights. In 2017, 41 lights
(31 pedestrian lights and 17 intersection lights) were installed as part of the Downtown
Improvement Plan. Installation of the LED lights instead of traditional lights is anticipated
to significant energy per streetlight each year.
V.

LEGAL ISSUES:

None at this time. Any future policy development or contractual agreement will include
legal review.
VI.

CONFLICTS OR ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:

This item specifically addresses the environmental issue of sustainability and climate
resilience.
VII.

CONSISTENCY WITH COUNCIL GOALS AND POLICIES

This item does not directly address council’s 2018-2019 goals, however it does indirectly
speak to council’s adopted STAR sustainability goals.
ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Transition.
Attachment
Attachment

1: City of Steamboat Springs 2017 Sustainability Action Plan.
2: Compact of Colorado Communities Guidelines and Requirements.
3: Kathi Meyer report on the climate conference.
4: Sonja Macys report on the climate conference.
5: Governor’s Executive Order on Supporting Colorado’s Clean Energy
6: Mountain Town News Article.
7: Sustainability / Climate Resilience Powerpoint.
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Attachment #1

City of Steamboat Springs
Sustainability Action Plan
2017
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Our Charge:
On February 2, 2016, the Steamboat Springs City Councif directed staff, through a formal vote/
to "Develop a sustalnabiiity plan with a focus on resource efficiency, cost effectiveness, and
respect for the natural environment/' This written plan is one step in fulfillment of that
directive.

Sustainability Defined
According to the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development, sustainability means
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs." The three interrelated pillars ofsustainable development include the
environment/ social equity and economic devefopment. To act sustainably is to balance the
aims of these pillars with the need to use resources more efficiently.
Sustainability is not an end goal/ but is a journey that the City of Steamboat Springs is taking to
improve the sociaf, environmental/ and economic conditions in our city and community. The
City of Steamboat Springs' Vision Statement specifically includes sustainability and is "to
preserve our past while assuring an economically/ culturally/ and environmentally sustainable
future/'

Background Information
Recent Background:
Within the past three years/ the Steamboat Springs City Council has taken a proactive role in
Sustainability. This includes:

1) As part of the 2014 City Council Goals, on June 3/ 2014, City Council adopted the following:
a) Sustainability Objective #1: "We serve as a community leader in sustainability by
conducting daily operations with a focus on resource efficiency/ cost effectiveness and
respect of the natural environment".

i) Action 1: Establishing a baseline understanding of where the City is in regards to
sustainability metrics.
ii) Action 2: Create a task force (also known as the Green Team) that would make
recommendations on policy to City Council.
2) In fulfilment of the second action step, on September 16, 2014, City Council voted to seat the
Green Team as a committee with five City staff members and three more community
members approved by the five/ for purpose of creating goals and providing direction to the
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city on sustainability goals. Green Team members were Rodger Steen/ Sarah Jones, Scott
Conner/ Megan Moore-Kemp (community members) and Ben Beall/ Craig Robinson, Jeff
Nelson/ Robbie Shine, Winnie Delliquadri/ and Bob Keenan (city staff).
3) The Green Team researched multiple options for establishing this baseline and presented these
options to City Council on January 6, 2015. Council asked for additional information, and then
at the February 24, 2015 council meeting/ Council directed the Green Team to pursue STAR
certification as a means to establish a baseline for our past/current sustainability efforts and
to use the framework for making recommendations for future efforts.
4) City staff carried out the STAR sustainability benchmarking process and presented this
information to council on November 17, 2015 in conjunction with a Green Team update
regarding recent activities surrounding the sustainability objective.
5) As part of the 2016 City Council Goais, on February 2/ 2016, City Council voted on a new but
similar sustainabHity goal: Develop a sustamability plan with a focus on resource efficiency,
cost effectiveness, and respect for the natural environment/'
6) On March 16, 2016, the City received the final verification of the STAR Community Rating
System. The City is certified as a 4-STAR Community, scorinR446 points. See the section in
this plan on Sustainability Benchmarking for detailed information on benchmarking.
7} The Green Team reviewed the STAR sustainability data and outcome benchmarks and
developed sustainability recommendations which were adopted by council as sustainability
goals. See the section in this plan on Sustainability Goals for detailed information about goals.

Additional Activities:
The City of Steamboat Springs has a long background of seeking sustainability. This history
includes:
• Commissioning an Energy Audit of City Facilities in partnership with Atmos Energy's Custom
Energy Efficiency Program in 2016. This energy audit focused on natural gas use only within
eight of the City's facilities. The Audit identified and analyzed a number of energy
conservation measures for the Ice Arena/ Public Works Shop/ Transit/ Snowmelt, Howelsen
Lodge/ Centennial Hall, Mountain Fire Station, and Ambulance Barn. Implementation of
recommendations is in progress through the Facilities Maintenance program.
• Participation in an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "Building Blocks for Sustainable
Communities" program in 2015, which resulted in a team of experts in community planning
and sustainability facilitated a two-day on-site workshop on July 13th and 14th of 2015. This
workshop brought together community members and local stakeholders to identify
community issues surrounding sustainability. These workshops resulted in the identification
of three primary challenges and opportunities: affordable housing/ energy use, and
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community engagement. The EPA report "Sustainable Strategies for Small Cities and Rural
Areas" identifies strategies and recommendation for addressing specific community issues of
Housing, Energy and Community Engagement.
Technical Energy Audit and Energy Performance Contracting/ with implementation of and
performance contracting for energy savings projects in 2011. This project involved multiple
departments and has resulted in an average savings of $117/000 per year.
A Greenhouse Gas Study was completed in 2010 utilizing 2005 greenhouse gas levels as the
benchmark. The study created a baseline for C02/ CH4/ and N20 levels created by building,
transportation/ and materials industries. Community wide emissions were 873/000 Mt
C02e. Largest emitters were residential buildings/ commercial buildings/ industrial
buildings/ gas vehicles, and waste. Key recommendations were for periodic updating of the
Greenhouse Gas Study measurements (not complete), implementing green building
programs (mostly complete)/ implementing hybrid buses (complete), and developing zero
waste and water conservation programs (ongoing).
Adopting the "City of Steamboat Springs Sustamabifity Management Plan" in July 200G.
Implementation of this management plan has been ongoing. The Sustainability
Management Plan provided specific directions and a suggested framework for advancing
sustainability in the internal operations of the city. Identified Priorities included:
o Priority A: Developing a Sustainability Mission Statement (complete)

o Priority B: Carrying out Employee Education (ongoing)
o Priority C: Funding High Performance Buildings (ongoing)
o Priority D: Facilities Manager Position (complete)
o Priority E: Integrated Design for New Construction: (ongoing)

o Priority F: Building Commissioning (ongoing as funds allow)
o Priority G: Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (ongoing)
o Priority H: Interface between Green Building and Historical Preservation (ongoing)

o Priority I: Replacing High Bay Lighting (mostly complete)
o Priority J: Ice Rink Heat Recovery (ongoing)
o Priority K: Minimize Refrigerant based Air Conditioning Practices (ongoing)

Sustainability Assessment
The city carried out a community wide sustainability assessment in 2015 utilizing the Sustainability
Tools for Assessing & Rating Communities (STAR) program to set a baseline for measuring progress
on sustainability. STAR Communities is a nonprofit organization that works to advance a national
frameworkto evaluate and certify sustainable communities in North America. The STAR Community
Rating System was developed for local governments by locaf governments and is a comprehensive
framework and certification program for evaluating local sustainability/ encompassing economic,
environmental and social performance measures. STAR rates communities on 44 objectives with
rating criteria designed to assess community sustainability efforts in a clear and data driven way.
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The rating system's evaluation measures can be used to assess current ievels of sustainability, set
targets for moving ahead and measure progress along the way. Because the program is national/
the STAR framework allows a community to credibly track their progress toward overall
sustainability. STAR'S community rating system is organized around 7 thematic Goal Areas:
1) Built Environment - Achieve livability, choice and access for all where
people live work and play.
2) Climate & Energy- Reduce climate impacts through adaptation and
mitigation effort: and increase resource
efficiency.
3) Education/Arts & Community- Empower vibrant/educated, connected and
diverse communities.

4) Economy & Jobs- Create equitably shared prosperity and access to

quality jobs.
5) Equity and Empowerment - Ensure equity, inclusion/ and access to
opportunity for all citizens.
6) Health & Safety- Strengthen communities to be healthy/ resilient
and safe places for residents and businesses.
7) Natural Systems - Protect and restore the natural resource base
upon which life depends.
\

Each of the above theme areas is broken down into objectives/ as shown on the following STAR
matrix.
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There are a total of 44 different objectives. Each Objective is then broken down into Tommunity
Level Outcome" and "Local Action" data points or measurements.
Outcomes are measurable condition-ievel indicators that depict a communit/s progress toward a
preferred state or condition within the STAR objective it supports. Within the STAR framework/ each
objective typically has between one and four separate outcome measurements.
Local Actions describe the range of decisions and investments that a local government or community
can make/ or the activities that they can engage in/ that are essential to achieving desired outcomes.
Action types are broken down into Preparatory actions and Implementation actions. Preparatory
actions consist of Education and Outreach/ Plan Development/ Policy and Code adjustment/
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Partnerships and Collaboration, Practice Improvements/ and Inventory, Assessment or Survey.
Implementation actions consist of Enforcement and Incentives, Programs and Services, and Facilities
and Infrastructure Improvements.

Within the STAR framework/ a community can achieve points in each objective through attaining
the outcomes/through taking the local actions/ or through a combination of both.
The STAR Communities framework uses 516 data sets organized into 7 themes and 44 objectives.
In 2015, city staff spent five months compiling data which was awarded points through the STAR
framework. These point scores are summarized below.

Built Environment: 67.8% 67.8 of 100 points
Climate & Energy: 47.5% 47.5 of 100 points
Economy & Jobs: 71.3% 71.3 of 100 points
Education, Arts & Community: 75.1% 52.6 of 70 points
Equity & Empowerment: 36.5% 36.5 of 100 points

Health & Safety: 65.4% 65.4 of 100 points
Natural Systems: 71.9% 71.9 of 100 points
Innovation & Process: 66.0% 33.0 of 50 points
On a broad theme level/ Steamboat Springs is strongest in Education, Arts & Community, followed
by Natural Systems/ Economy & Jobs and Built Environment. Steamboat Springs is weakest in the
area of Equity & Empowerment followed by Climate & Energy.
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Final Verification Scorecard
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Goal Setting Methodology
The Green Team's approach initially focused on a gap analysis in the preliminary STAR reportingwith
the idea that the focus for future efforts should be where the community scored the lowest.
However, the Committee quickly discovered that this approach was shortsighted as a low score in a
particular area does not automatically mean that Steamboat Springs has an issue in that area. For
example, Steamboat Springs did not score any points for Environmental Justice as we do not have
any environmental justice programs or action steps in place/ nor have we decreased the number of
environmental contamination sites identified by the EPA. The reason we have no programs and
have made no progress is that we don't have a problem-the EPA indicates that there is not a single
contaminated environmental site in the community. In addition, a high score does not necessarily
indicate the lack of potential issue. For example, the city was awarded points for no loss of
affordable housing due to expiring housing subsidies, however this was due to the fact that none of
the affordable housing subsidies was set to expire during the requisite time period. Finally/this gap
analysis approach does not differentiate between those benchmarks that the City can directly affect
and those that are under the Jurisdiction of a different entity. Nor does it prioritize the benchmarks
through the [ens of established community values.
In light of the issues associated with the above-mentioned gaps analysis/ the Green Team instead
focused on prioritizing aH outcomes within the STAR program. The Committee utilized a series of
filters to identify the most important outcomes to focus on. As part of the first filter/ the Committee
created a decision matrix to evaluate which of the 107 STAR outcomes were the most appropriate
sustainability measures for City of Steamboat Springs to pursue. This matrix included the following
considerations:
o identify areas where STAR goals align with our various community plans and surveys. The
Community Plans utilized were: Steamboat Springs Area Community Plan/ Vision 2030, and the
most recent Steamboat Springs Community Survey.
o Identify areas where STAR goals align with the findings of the EPA report. Please note that the
Committee recommends pursuing the EPA Report recommendations separately from this
objective.
o Identify STAR outcomes that city efforts could primarily affect. Fitting the broad STAR outcomes
into this category proved challenging as the STAR rating system is designed to be inclusive of the
community not just the operations of a municipality. As you will see, the Committee included
some initiatives that were broad reaching and impact both city and the community as a whole.
Through the above approach the Green Team was able to narrow down the 107 outcomes to 33.
The Committee then filtered the remaining 33 outcomes down to 10. These remaining ten
outcomes fall within four categories: built environment/ climate and energy/ housing, and natural
systems. Prioritization of the original 33 and 10 outcomes are shown on the Outcome Matrix

Spreadsheet
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Sustainability Goals
The Green Team was given specific direction by City Council to make recommendations on

sustainability efforts as outlined in the STAR Community Program. The following is the list of 10
sustainability goals based on the STAR framework/ as recommended by the Green Team. These
goals are grouped by category based on the STAR outcomes. In some instances the Green Team
rewarded the STAR recommend outcomes to better fit our community's values.
Climate and Energy

STAR OUTCOME
IDS
CE"5:0-1

GOAL
Reduce energy (electric and gas) use by 5 percent in City facilities over
the next two years/ and 15 percent over the next 5 years.

CE-5:0-2

Reduce raw and potable water use by 5 percent in City facilities over
the next two years/ and 15 percent over the next 5 years.

CE-1:0-1

Within the STAR core areas for vulnerability/ including: l.Stormwater
infrastructure; 2. Tourism; 3. Water Resources; and 4. Recreational
Facilities; the City should identify areas of vulnerability/ assess threats/
set reduction targets/ and identify possible mitigation strategies within
the next two years.

Mobility
STAR OUTCOME
ID#

GOAL

BE-3:0-1

Increase dwelling and employment density and transit service over the
next 2 years in each Compact and Complete Communities (CCC) by
establishing a baseline, developing a plan/ and target improvement of
one of the STAR outcome benchmarks. Benchmarks include 12 dwellings
per acre within a 1/4 mile of a transit stop/ average of at least 7 dwellings
per acre within the rest of the CCC boundary/ 25 jobs per acre, and
providing 60 weekday and 40 weekend transit trips.

BE-3:0-2

Enhance walkability in each defined CCC by achieving a 10%
improvement of each benchmark that is not currently being met. Bench
marks include sidewalks on both sides of 90% of the streets, 100%
crosswalks are ADA accessible/ 60% of the streets have trees at 40 foot
intervals and 70% of the speed limits are designed for 25mph.

BE-7:0-1

Increase alternative modes of transit for journeys to work such that a
maximum of 70% drive alone while a minimum of 15%
Bike+Walk+Transit/ and at least 5% Bike and Walk.
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Natural Systems

STAR OUTCOME
ID#

GOAL

N5-1:0-1

Demonstrate at least a 2% annual average increase in land area with
protected vegetated surfaces performing a minimum of 2 of the
following functions:
• Localized cooling through tree canopy cover/ green roofs/ or green
walls
• Water management through wetlands/ stream buffers/ and permeable
surfaces
• Recreation through parks and/or greenways

NS-3:0"2

No net loss of wetland within City limits.

Housing

STAR OUTCOME
ID#

GOAL

BE-4:0-2

Affordable Housing Production: Develop a comprehensive housing
strategy with affordable housing targets and make incremental progress
towards the targets.

BE-4:0-3

Affordable Housing Preservation: No loss of subsidized affordable
housing units due to expiring subsidies.

Sustainability Action Plan
City staff developed an Action Plan for 2016-2018 with the goal of making progress on the
goafs and outcome measurements. The chart of the goals and progress follow
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Sustainability Goals - Status Update

20-NOV-17

STAR Baseline year: 2015
Start: late 2016 .
2 Year Measurement: End of 2018

Climate and Energy
STAR
ID#

GOAL „

CE-5:| reduce energy (electric/gas) use by 5%
0-1

' sf in City facilities over the next two

Completed. , .

[n Process ....

i016: Natural Gas Energy Audit; installed

?01G - 2018: Install LED street and intersection

Jestratification fans in Mt. Fire;

ights with new construction (Downtown

(fears/ and 15% over the next 5 years.

' Next Steps :

L) Implement the pian outlined in the audit (2017?019)

mprovement Plan, URA Entry Arrival)

?017: Adopted 2015 Energy Code; Installed

1) Coordinate with YVEA for retrofit efforts on

:ondensing boiler system at Howelsen Lodge;

listing street lights,

nstalled exhaust extraction system in PW shop to
ninimize door openings, changed 50 incandescent

3ulbs to LED throughout the City; insulated shop at
-laymaker golf; Moisure sealed Mesa Schoolhouse;
'eplaced garage doors at Mtn. Fire with higher R/alue doors.

2017: Ice arena has reduced utilities by $40k

?018: CLEF will conform to 2015 Energy Code

annually through monitoring and adjusting ice
:hickness on a daily basis, daily programming of ice
:emperature, and other smaller energy saving
nitiatjves,

2016: Replace 100 linear ft of deteriorated/Ieaking

2017: HH replace leaking pipes.

5% in City facilities over the next two

;nowmaking pipe @ HH; Install Raw Water

2018/9: Raw Water @ Little Toots / Library

/ears/ and 15%overthe next 5 years.

rrigation @ West Lincoln & Memorial Parks

CE-5:| Reduce raw and potabie water use by
0-2

2016/17 - Raw Water Irrigation system at West

2018 - new snowmaking mainline budget approved

Lincoln Park

:o replace old leaking pipe

2016/17 - continue to repair snowmaking water

2018 on - continue to assess parks irrigation

line leaks

systems for efficiency and replace when needed
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CE-1: Within STAR core areas-for
0-1

vulnerability/ including: l.Stormwater

2017: Research regarding how other communities

2017 & 2018: Yampa River Stream Management

2018: Develop All Hazard Risk Assessment and

have addressed vulnerability.

Plan - to include drought resiliency plan for the

Mitigation Plan that incorporates hazards relating

infrastructure; 2. Tourism;

yampa River as a recreational amenity/stormwater to climate change, (drought and flood)

3. Water Resources

asset, and water resource.

4, Recreational Facilities;

Ehe City will identify areas of

4:Future Years: Implement preferred alternative of

vulnerability, assess threats, set

Stream Mgmt Plan.

reduction targets, and identify possible

2017/18 - City updating parks and recreation (land

*Future Years; Implement Haz-Mit Plan

mitigation strategies within the next

and river resources) master plan identifying goals

recommendations.

two years.

and strategies to improve land/river heaith and
recreation

Natural Systems
STAR
ID#

GOAL

Completed

NS-1:| Demonstrate at least a 2% annual
0-1

average increase in land area with

In Process

Next Steps

2016: Workman park increased park land,

2016 - 2018: Downtown Improvements Project will 2018: Once baseline is complete, develop plan to

enhanced stream buffer

increase localized cooling through planting of trees meet goal.

201G: Purchase of Snake Island Property

2017: Establish baseline inventory and put into GIS

protected vegetated surfaces
performing a minimum of 2 of the
following functions:
• Localized cooling through tree

2017 - Yampa River bank stabilization and access

2018 on - continue to improve City owned

canopy cover, green roofs/ or green

improvements along Yampa St. and at Stockbridge

stretches of riverto stabilize banks; protect

walls

fencing added to limit public access to riparian

sensitive areas and improve access

•

Water management through

areas

wetlands/stream buffers, and

permeable surfaces
• Recreation through parks and/or
greenways

NS-3:| No net loss of wetland within City
0-2

limits.

2017: Wetlands inventory /baseline

2019: Identify wetlands development areas and
develop feasibility study for each.
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Mobility
STAR
1D#

GOAL

BE-3:| ncrease dwelling and employment
0-1

Completed •
1016: Identified CCC areas which work for

iensity and transit service over the

itesmboat Springs. (These were identified as part

icxt 2 years in each Compact and

)f the Sidewalk Master Plan)

: Next Steps

In'Process". . • '•.' " •

1017; Develop baseline for each CCC.

iOlS: Develop plan

1018: CDC rewrite includes review of CDC in iight

complete Communities (CCC) by

if this goal for each CCC.

istablishing a baseline/ developing
a plan, and target improvement of

)ne of the STAR outcome
benchmarks. Benchmarks include

L2 dwellings per acre within a 1/4
Tiile of a transit stop, average of at

east 7 dwellings per acre within the
-est of the CCC boundary, 25 jobs
3er acre, and providing 60 weekday

and 40 weekend transit trips.

BE-3:| enhance walkability in each defined
0-2

?016: Identified CCC areas which work for

?016 - 2018: Downtown Improvements Plan

)01S: Develop plan to meet goals based on

XC by achieving a 10%

steamboat Springs. (These were identified as part

3 reject

baseline data

mprovement of each benchmark

if the Sidewalk Master Plan)

:hat is not currently being met.
3ench marks include sidewalks on
30th sides of 90% of the streets/ •

100% ADA accessible crosswalks,
50% of the streets have trees at 40

?017: Establish baseline for each defined CCC.

foot intervals and 70% of the speed
imits are designed for 25mph.

?017/18-new sidewalk improvments planned witl'odeo/ parking lot and ice arena expansion
2017/18 - PCS master plan update to assess trail
:onnectivityto parks, neighborhoods/ etc.

BE-7:
0-1

ncrease alternative modes of transit

2017: Self reporting mode split in community

2016-2018: QP Projects: Downtown

?018: Include mode split data collection and goals

:or journeys to work such that a

survey.

mprovement Plan/ Parking; Transit, Bike, and

n Transportation Master Plan.

maximum of 60% drive alone while a

sidewalk

minimum of 25% Bike+Walk+Transit,
and at least 5% Bike and Walk.

2017/18 - PCS master plan update to assess trail
:onnectivityto parks/ neighborhoods, etc.
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Housine
STAR
!D#

GOAL

BE-4:| Affordable Housing Production:
0-2

Completed
2016: YVHA subcommittee planning work

2018: City Council review of housing policies and

Next Steps

2018/2019: Implement Council Policies

regulations

Develop a comprehensive housing

strategy with affordable housing

In Process

2017: Housing Property Tax Ballot Initiative

targets and make incremental

progress towards the targets.

2018: Reserves at Steamboat - Affordable Housing

project completed byYVHA

BE-4: | Affordable Housing Preservation:
0-3

2016: YVHA subcommittee planning work

No loss of subsidized affordable
housing units due to expiring
subsidies.
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Metrics/ Progress Tracking/ and Reporting
The STAR program outcomes have been set up so that progress is quantifiable through metrics.
These are the same metrics used in the original STAR benchmarking assessment/ which enables the
city to track progress overtime, as well as to compare our ratings against other communities. This
allows for both community officials and citizens to track progress overtime to achieving these goals.
The City is scheduled to conduct the second STAR benchmark in 2019. More information about the
STAR benchmark program can be found at https://reporting.starcommunities.org/indicators.
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Attachment #2
Compact of Colorado Communities
Guidelines for Member Participation & Commitments (updated August 15, 2017)

Member Training & Participation
•

Assign one elected official and one senior staff person to serve as liaisons and official representatives to the
Compact.

•

Assign at least one elected official and one senior staff to participate in the annual convening of the Compact,
the first of which will take place in late 2017 or early 2018.

•

The Steering Committee will work with the Association of Climate Change Officers (“ACCO”) to establish
parameters for each category of individuals participating in training to account for reasonable time
requirements, desired core competencies, course format/delivery and appropriate learning progressions.

•

Commit leadership and staff participation in annual climate change training as referenced in the Compact’s
published guidelines per the following table:

Elected
officials

City/county
management or
chief of staff

(e.g. planning, civil works, transportation, emergency management)

Under 20,000

1

1

1

20,001-75,000

1

1

2

75,001-125,000

1

1

3

125,001-175,000

1

2

4

175,001-350,000

1

2

5

> 350,001

1

2

6

City/County
Population Size

Staff with significant decision-making
responsibilities and authority

Member Contributions & Compact Fundraising
•

Encourage staff, as appropriate, to provide non-financial support to the Compact’s fundraising efforts to ensure
that the Compact has sufficient and sustainable funding to supports its members.

•

Make an annual contribution to the Compact based upon the following chart, with the contribution due by no
later than 30 days after the local government’s fiscal year start date.

•

Minimum contributions are based upon the table below:
Annual Budget

Member Contribution

Annual Budget

Member Contribution

Under $2M

$400

$100M - $200M

$2,400

$2M - $10M

$800

$200M - $300M

$2,800

$10M - $25M

$1,200

$300M - $500M

$3,200

$25M - $50M

$1,600

$500M - $1B

$3,600

$50M - $100M

$2,000

Over $1B

$4,000
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Compact of Colorado Communities
Guidelines for Member Participation & Commitments (updated August 15, 2017)

Guidelines for 2017 Contributions
The 2017 fiscal year contributions are determined by the above contribution levels with the following prorated
percentages applied. Contributions are due within 30 days of joining the Compact.
January 1 – March 31

April 1 – June 30

July 1 – August 31

September 1 – December 31

25%

50%

75%

100%

Member Actions
•

Establish and publicly announce a new goal or initiative by no later than December 31, 2019 that meets an
appropriate aggressiveness threshold to be agreed upon by the Steering Committee in consultation with ACCO,
independent experts and Compact staff.

•

Each Compact member will have the flexibility to choose a commitment type that best fits their community’s
needs, opportunities, capabilities and other considerations (e.g. GHG reduction, clean energy deployment,
climate preparedness).

•

o

Compact staff (leveraging third-party resources as appropriate) will provide guidance to members on
shaping new goals/initiatives, as well as technical support on implementation of those activities.

o

Compact staff may also submit proposals to state, Federal and non-governmental organizations to secure
funding for project implementation on behalf of member communities.

All final commitments must be publicly announced and should be completed within the time frame announced
by the member community. Examples of goals, initiatives and projects include:
o

Establish a new or updated greenhouse gas reduction goal; and/or

o

Establish a renewable energy portfolio requirement, build a sufficiently sized renewable energy project or
create a program enabling residents to access renewable energy; and/or

o

Establish a measurable energy-related goal resulting in a greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction;
and/or

o

Start a new local project that meaningfully reduces energy consumption or builds resilience in your
community; and/or

o

Partner with at least one other Compact member to start a new clean energy project or climate
preparedness initiative.

Member Benefits
•

Technical support and guidance on local projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, increase clean energy
deployment and/or build resiliency to climate affects.

•

Access to pro bono resources and tools made available exclusively through and by the Compact.

•

Opportunities to identify and establish new partners and funding resources.

•

Assistance with communicating and messaging with constituents.

•

Recognition as a signatory, and as appropriate, through speaking roles, publications and media opportunities.
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Compact of Colorado Communities
Guidelines for Member Participation & Commitments (updated August 15, 2017)

•

Access to special events organized exclusively for Compact members and/or through third-party
events/organizers, including in particular, training topics not covered by ACCO's training resources.

•

All online training furnished by ACCO to support members’ training requirements is included with Compact
membership contribution.

•

In addition to the staff participating in the required training referenced above, ACCO will provide on-demand
and live online training at no additional cost to up to 25 total staff per year from each member community.
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Compact of Colorado Communities
Guidelines for Member Participation & Commitments (updated August 15, 2017)

Member Benefits (continued)
•

ACCO will waive the testing and application fees for up to 3 staff per year from each member community for
the Certified Climate Change Professional® (CC-P®) credential.

•

Invitations to participate in ACCO’s member-only activities, including ACCO’s mentoring program.

Additional Services
•

Members in need of technical or staff support beyond the scope of the Compact’s deliverables to members
may contract the Compact to provide additional technical support provided that the scope of work is consistent
with the Compact’s mission and programming. Service areas will include:
o

Assessment of Your Workforce Capabilities & Governance Structure

o

Workshop design & production

o

Executive briefings

o

Customized preliminary solar energy assessments

o

Clean energy job fairs

o

Facilitating energy efficiency treasure hunts

o

Research and general staff support

•

Service availability will be limited based upon staff availability and desired timing. Member activities that have
been included as part of the annual membership contribution will be given priority over prospective activities
being considered subsequently. A 25% discount on services will also be applied to members who secure or
reserve services as part of their annual contribution. Members interested in securing additional services should
contact Compact staff for additional information and to receive an estimate.

•

All prospective contracted activities must be approved by the Steering Committee until the Compact has
engaged an executive director. Once the Compact has employed an executive director, all contract work in
excess of $15,000 per year (or more than $5,000 if it is outside the scope of the above-referenced service
menu), must be approved by the Steering Committee.

Participation
•

Assign one elected official and one senior staff person to serve as liaisons and official representatives to the
Compact.

•

Elected officials will be invited to participate in activities designed and appropriate for elected officials and
government leaders (to be held no more frequently than twice annually).

•

Staff liaisons will be asked to address administrative issues, process annual contributions, coordinate usage of
Compact benefits and participate in Compact-wide meetings (to be held no more frequently than on a
quarterly basis).

•

Member communities will be invited to assign staff to participate in supplemental training, working
groups/committees, special events and public engagement activities as they deem appropriate.
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Attachment #3
To: City Council
From: Kathi Meyer
Date: Feb 21, 2018
Re: Governor’s Climate Action Conference, Jan 31-Feb 2, 2018
General Comments: My goal in attending this conference was to find out the details
of the Compact of Colorado Communities, especially its long term financial and staffing
commitments for our City. Unfortunately there was no session devoted to this.
However, I’ve discovered that the financial commitment is modest… a $2,000 annual
contribution for a City of our population and a staffing commitment of at least one
elected official that would serve as a liaison. There are currently 27 Cities, 4 Counties
and 1 City/County that have signed on to the Compact. The complete Compact is
attached as Attachment #2. We could fund this membership out of the Council $ 7,000
discretionary fund. After reviewing the list of goals and responsibilities, I believe that
the STAR programs assessment will allow us to claim compliance with the Compact.
Steamboat Springs was mentioned at the conference as one of only three STAR
communities in the State of Colorado. If we join the Compact, the City would have to
commit to at least one new initiative by December 2019. I see us partnering with the
Yampa Valley Sustainability Council, the Yampa Valley Electric Co-op or even the
Steamboat Ski Corp for one or more new programs. As to other environmental
leadership programs, Routt County and its municipalities adopted the 2015 energy code
last fall. That puts us with the top 25% of all counties and municipalities in Colorado.
That sounds like a good start.
More things we are doing well: During our last Community survey, we asked our
citizens what they value most. 94% of the respondents rated water quality # 1. So
whether that’s the confidence and certainty that what comes out of the faucet is not
only safe to drink, but tastes good, to the health of the water source… our Rocky
Mountains and the Yampa River. If our snow pack lessens over time, our water source
becomes threatened. The survey questions support that our citizens expect clean water
and clean air.
The Conference.
Wednesday morning program was a series of facilitated panel discussion about what
various municipalities were doing. This led me to think about all of the various initiatives
that our community already has. Specifically what has the City done, and what more
can we do with limited staff and funds?
(See Above Comments). I would rate the quality of the speakers as good to
excellent. Speakers included Gov. Hickenlooper, US Senator Bennet, Mayor Hancock of
Denver, and the Mayor of Aurora.
Wednesday’s afternoon sessions were focused on Clean Energy. Did you know that the
cost per Kilowatt for Solar or Wind is 1-2 cents, lower than coal or near the current cost
of natural gas?
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The City of Westminster has a robust Clean energy program that includes encouraging
single family rooftop solar by expediting the administrative process, promotes electrical
vehicles by installing refueling stations, made the City Hall geothermal and has a long
term sustainable water plan.
Thursday morning was a town hall discussion on current programs that Aurora, Denver,
Ft. Collins and Boulder were undertaking. They include “Benchmarking” energy use
from large commercial and industrial buildings and voluntarily promoting energy
savings. Aurora currently has a goal for 20% reuse of its water supply. Denver has a
goal of increasing energy efficiency by 10% by 2020. Denver is focusing this effort by
promoting the economic value of a similar building through historical data collection.
Since Ft. Collins is also a municipal electric provider, it has been able to collect data on
all buildings
25,000 sq.ft. or larger. The last session was sponsored by the Colorado Energy Office
which had 4 presenters who explained the various resources and loan programs
available to non-profits and municipalities.
Overall I found the conference to be informative, but most of all, to reassure me that
Steamboat Springs was already undertaking many initiatives to enhance the quality of
life in the Yampa Valley.
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Attachment #4
Macys Council Report
Sustainability/Climate Resilience
Feb 27, 2018
Background:
At the December 2017 City Council retreat the Council discussed whether sustainability
should be a specific objective of the council or a guiding principle, a lens through which
we focus our efforts. The consensus was that sustainability was simply the way we do
business. For that reason, it is included in the Council’s vision:
“To preserve our past while assuring an economically, culturally, and
environmentally sustainable future.”
We are proud to be one of only three STAR communities in the state of Colorado.
Others include Durango, and Fort Collins. Click here for the City’s STAR Communities
Report.
At the retreat we discussed being part of the Colorado Compact of Climate Communities
(CCCC) and felt we needed more information about it. Kathi and went to the CCCC
conference to investigate. I’ll share lessons learned and recommend that we join
the CCCC.
•
•
•

CCCC is like a membership association in which we have an opportunity to learn
from our peer communities – municipalities and counties - and develop
collaborations.
As a member we would receive training and technical assistance if we wish to
pursue climate resilience initiatives that we may not currently have the technical
expertise to do on our own.
CCCC could be a vehicle through which we could receive financial support to do
projects or undertake activities that would move us towards climate resilience.

Challenges:
In discussing the practical aspects of joining, Kathi, Winnie and I identified 2 potential
challenges:
1) The CCCC literature states that we need to have a dedicated staff member and
we do not have a dedicated sustainability staff member at present.
2) The membership fee is $2,000 for a municipality of our size. This is a small sum,
per our budget. However, we did just cut $1.5 million from our budget so it is a
sum that we should discuss.
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Since the conference I have received further clarification on the “staff member
requirement.” In short, we do not have a dedicated staff member but rather could have
a Council Member or two who would be willing to help steward the CCCC relationship
and make sure that information is getting to the appropriate parties within the city.
As far as the cost of joining, there is an individual who has offered to cover the $2,000,
if cost is the barrier to us joining. There is clearly community support for the city
joining. And communities all over the state recognize that climate resilience is
something that we all must work towards together and that we will be more effective
only if we take collective action.
Observations from the CCCC conference:
Increasingly municipalities are realizing that taking action on climate resilience is not
just the smart play but also the necessary play.
It is the smart play because our snow and water-based economies depend on it. Heat
trapping emissions AKA greenhouse gases are the known enemies of snow, particularly
at lower elevations. Snow and the associated melt is, of course, what provides many
recreational opportunities and supports business ranging from ski shops, to fly fishing
outfitters, and everything in between. If we care about our recreation-based economy,
we will do what we can to save our snow. It might be surprising to learn that there are
66,000 jobs in renewable energy and energy efficiency in the state, as compared to
46,000 jobs in the ski industry. Click here to read the clean jobs report.
Taking action on climate resilience is the necessary play because being climate resilient
is becoming a prerequisite for being taken seriously as a municipality by credit
agencies, such as Moody’s. We are always proud of our high rankings. Click here to
read the press release from Moody’s.
There were many good examples at the conference of how local governments at the
City and County level are working together, often with a nonprofit organization, to take
collective action on these issues. The City of Steamboat Springs places a high value on
collaboration I think we could be a real leader in working with other municipalities, the
county, and even adjacent counties to take action that will have a significant positive
impact on climate resilience.
In short, the conference provided and affirmation of what I already knew, which is that
municipalities throughout the state of Colorado are taking action on climate resilience.
They are doing it for three main reasons.
1. It makes good business sense, both from a cost standpoint and from the
standpoint of jobs and the economy.
2. Their communities are demanding action.
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3. There is a general recognition that the federal government will not be helping so
we must rely on our strong tradition of local control to find local and regional
solutions.
Lastly, in 2016 the City used 5,891,032 KWH at all City Facilities. The cost was
$733,522. I’d like for us to invest in renewable energy and energy efficiency alternative
to reduce and, eventually, eliminate that cost.
At present our only solar array is at The Community Center. It generates 5,363 KWH
per year. This is, essentially, free energy (to us). The solar panels were paid for with
grant funding.
Ford can tell us how much money we have saved since these panels were installed in
September of 2009. I have run out of time for this report. However, it is worth noting
that many municipalities funnel that money saved right back into renewable energy
investments that help them save more over the long term.
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Attachment #6
Welcome To Mountain Town News

How can these ski communities achieve 100% renewables?
Posted on February 19, 2018 by Allen Best

Squaw Valley wants to be able to say that 100 percent of its energy is coming from renewables, possibly even by the
end of this year. Photo/Allen Best

Ski areas and mountain towns try to push shift
toward renewable energy
by Allen Best
TRUCKEE, Calif. – Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows, now part of the Alterra Mountain Co., have great
ambitions. They want to leap into energy systems of the future, achieving 100 percent renewable energy by as
early as December.
Working with Liberty Utilities, Squaw and Alpine are investigating new renewable energy generation but also
energy storage for use in Olympic Valley, as the base area is called. Squaw was a prime venue for the 1960 Winter
Olympics.
Ramped-up energy efficiency is also part of the program.
“We take accountability for our company’s contribution to carbon dioxide, hence our longstanding and unyielding
internal focus on reducing our overall footprint,” said Andy Wirth, president and chief operating officer.
Liberty Utilities is also under pressure from South Lake Tahoe, the town about an hour away at the base of
Heavenly, to advance renewable energy. The town has a goal of 100 percent renewable generation.
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Liberty Utilities has a hard push. It’s at 25 percent renewables now.
In Colorado, Summit County this week joined its largest town, Breckenridge, in calling for 100 percent renewable.
The county resolution calls for this goal to be achieved by 2035.
Xcel Energy, supplier of most of Summit County, has a longs ways to go, even if it succeeds in early retirement of
two existing coal plants, called Comanche I and II, as it proposes. That would push it to 55 percent, from 29
percent today.

Comanche generating units 1, 2 and, indicated by plain smokestack, 3. Photo/Allen Best

The two units generate electricity for several ski areas, including the four in Summit County (Breckenridge,
Keystone, Copper Mountain and Arapahoe Basin) plus Steamboat. Holy Cross Energy also gets electricity from
Xcel, which is then used to supply Vail and Beaver Creek plus the four ski areas owned by the Aspen Skiing Co.,
and also Sunlight.
The Aspen Skiing Co. and Alterra together entered testimony in support of the early retirements. In his testimony,
Auden Schendler of the Aspen Skiing Co. pointed out that rained every month of ski season last year. He also
noted a report by the Aspen Global Change Institute that Aspen now has 23 fewer frost-free days than in 1980.
Shortening winters, he testified, threatens the business model for ski resorts. “Most run in deficit until spring
break, which is crucial because it delivers much of the profit for the season,” he wrote. “Lose spring and your
business fails.”
Most remarkable about the Colorado story is what happened when Xcel asked for proposals last year. The prices
of renewable energy were low, but more surprising were the prices of renewables coupled with energy storage.
Low-priced storage eliminates the problem of intermittency found with wind and solar. That makes goals of 100
percent renewables more realistic.
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But even if the two coal plants are closed by 2025, as is now proposed, both Vail and Aspen lifts would continue to
be powered by so called “dirty” electricity. Holy Cross Energy, a supplier to both, owns a part of a new generating
station, Comanche III, which began operations in 2010.
Bryan Hannegan, chief executive of Holy Cross, points out that it has perhaps the best emissions reducing
technology of any coal plant in the United States. It’s the newest power plant in the country.

About Allen Best
Allen Best is a Colorado-based journalist. He publishes a subscription-based e-zine called Mountain Town News, portions of
which are published on the website of the same name, and also writes for a variety of newspapers and magazines.
View all posts by Allen Best →

This entry was posted in Mountain towns and tagged 100 percent renewable, Aspen Skiing Co. Alterra Mountain Co., Auden Schendler, Breckenridge, Comanche power plants,
Olympic Valley, Ski towns, Squaw Valley, Summit County. Bookmark the permalink.
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Sustainability
and Climate Resilience
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STAR
• Background Information
• STAR benchmarking (2015 and 2019)
• 2017 Sustainability Action Plan

• STAR program guidance on climate change
• Does council have any additional steps that they would like to
direct city staff to take within the STAR framework?
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Compact of Colorado Communities
• City Council Member Reports
• Would City Council like the City to join the Climate Compact?
• Which council members will serve as the required liaison?
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Community Efforts
• Partner Information
• Where would you like to go from here?
• With direction, staff can come back with options and budget/staffing
needs.
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The following pages were provided by the
Yampa Valley Sustainability Council.
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Attachment #8

FROM:

Sarah Jones, Executive Director, Yampa Valley Sustainability Council

THROUGH:

Gary Suiter, City Manager

DATE:

February 21, 2018

ITEM:

As part of City Council Agenda Item 4: Climate Resilience/Sustainability

I.

REQUEST OR ISSUE:

As part of the broader discussion around Climate Resilience and Sustainability, Yampa Valley
Sustainability Council (YVSC) staff will present an overview of their programs and current climate action
work. In this discussion YVSC will include successful examples of community partnerships for climate
mitigation and adaptation as well as propose “next steps” for community climate action.
To make the best use of limited time, YVSC is providing documents for City Council review in
preparation for this meeting, attached. For more in-depth review of YVSC’s programs and how their
work would complement City Climate Action, please see the attached 2017 Annual Report and YVSCCity of Steamboat Springs 2018 Collaborative Programs. To provide an example of a successful
community climate adaptation strategy, text from Extreme Weather Adaptation Aspen CO: A
Story Map is included the attachments. And for an example of a successful community climate
mitigation strategy, the Executive Summary of Summit County (Utah) Climate Action Plan is
provided.
At YVSC’s presentation in September, one City Council member asked about the engagement of
businesses in climate action. In response, YVSC and community volunteers reached out to Steamboat
Springs businesses and organizations, asking them to sign on to a letter, requesting City Council take
climate action and set the expectation for businesses. More than 100 businesses and organizations
have signed on to this letter. The Business and Organization letter and full list of signers, is
attached.
In discussion with individual City Council members, YVSC was also asked to provide a list of
recommendations for climate mitigation and adaptation initiatives. Based on information from review of
the STAR Community Rating System, City of Steamboat Springs Community documents, YVSC’s current
work and review of Climate Action Plans from other communities, YVSC has developed a list of
Suggestions for Climate Action Implementation Strategies, attached.
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II.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:

Join the Compact of Colorado Communities and discuss next steps for local climate mitigation and
adaptation.
III.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Proposed Expenditure: to be determined
Funding Source: to be determined

IV.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

In September, Yampa Valley Sustainability Council (YVSC) staff presented an overview of the impacts of
climate change to the economy, environment, and public health of Steamboat. At that time, YVSC
asked City Council to consider joining the Compact of Colorado Communities and to return for a work
session to discuss strategies for local climate adaptation and mitigation.
A City Council meeting date was set after the Colorado Communities Symposium, the first annual
meeting of the Compact of Colorado Communities. Two representatives from City Council, as well as
two YVSC staff members attended the Symposium to better understand climate work being conducted
across the state and the benefits of joining the Compact.
V.

LEGAL ISSUES:

None at this time.
VI.

CONFLICTS OR ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:

None at this time.
VII.

SUMMARY AND ALTERNATIVES:

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS
1. YVSC Presentation – Climate Mitigation and Adaptation
2. YVSC 2017 Annual Report
3. YVSC-City of Steamboat Springs 2018 Collaborative Programs
4. Extreme Weather Adaptation Aspen CO: A Story Map
5. Executive Summary of Summit County (Utah) Climate Action Plan
6. Letter to City Council from local Businesses and Organizations
7. Suggestions for Climate Action Implementation Strategies
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CITY OF STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
CLIMATE MITIGATION AND ADAPTATION
FEBRUARY 27, 2018

February 27, 2018
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Climate Adaption and Mitigation
¨

¨

Adaptation: the process of change by which
an organism or species becomes better suited
to its environment.
Mitigation: the action of reducing the severity,
seriousness or painfulness of something.
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Community Climate Action
Routt County Wildfire Hazard

Adaption

HAZARD RATING
HIGH
MODERATE
LOW
LODGEPOLE PINE STANDS
Cities

Updated January, 2010

/

Q:\projects\depts\fire\wildfire\2010CWPP\2010CWPP.mxd

Routt County Wildfire Hazard
CWPP, 2010 4.48

Community Climate Action
Mitigation

Community Emissions

Government
Operations
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Climate Action Return on Investment

Cost Savings

Heath & Wellness

Preserve City’s Brand

Cleaner Air

Job Creation

Conserve Environment
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Climate Adaption

Expected Conditions

Conditions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conditions

Conditions

• 122 day ski season
• 74 day ski season
144 day ski season
Some
water storage in snow
• Limited
pack water storage in snow pack
Water storage in•snow
pack
Higher
frequency of “100
• yr.
High
flood”
frequency of “100 yr. flood”
Low frequency of• “100
yr flood”
Water supply limited • Require additional water supply
Adequate water •supply
Low wildfire risk • Increased wildfire risk • Extreme wildfire risk
• 70 frost free days
• 85 frost free days
59 frost free days

Results in

Results in

•
• “Business as usual”
•
•
•

Results in

Expanded shoulder season
• Need for economic diversification
Water conservation strategies
• Water storage alternatives
Fire mitigation strategies• Fire mitigation strategies
Invasive species planning• Invasive species and forest planning

Increase in Temperature/Time
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Climate Adaption Strategies
¨

Drought
¤

¨

¨

Water supply projects

Pre-disaster Management Plan
¤ Urban Runoff Management
plan
¤ Emergency Operations Plan
¤

Fire
WUI Fuel Reduction Plan
¤ Wildfire Preparedness
Checklist

Flood and Landslides

¤

¨

Frost Free Days
¤

¨

Invasive Species Control Plan

Extreme Wind
¤

Pre-disaster Management Plan

Extreme Weather Adaptation, Aspen CO
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Climate Mitigation Strategies
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Targets by Sector
¨

Energy Efficiency Residential/Commercial
¤ 25%

¨

Transportation
¤ 10%

¨

below 2014 levels by 2025
below 2014 levels by 2025

Waste Diversion
¤ Diversion

goal that is above the national average by 2025
Eagle County Climate Action Plan
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Community Partnership – YVSC
Mitigation
¨

Energy Efficiency
¤ Administer

Cen$ible Energy Rebate Fund
¤ Energy Efficiency Retrofits
¤ Education and Outreach
¤ Green Building Program
¤ Contractor Training
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Community Partnership – YVSC
Mitigation
¨

Waste Diversion
¤ Facilitating

Materials Management Working Group
¤ Business and Restaurant Waste Diversion Program
¤ Residential Food Waste Challenge
¤ Community Recycling Drop-off
¤ Education and Outreach
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Community Partnership – YVSC
Mitigation
¨

Transportation
¤ Supporting

EV Charging Station Build-out
¤ Education and Outreach
¨

Carbon Sequestration
¤ ReTree

Steamboat
¤ Support of Community Composting
¤ Education and Outreach
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Partnering on the Next Steps
Immediate Initiatives
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

2015 Building Codes – Complete!
Enforce current waste data collection ordinance
Join Compact of Colorado Communities
Update Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory
Incorporate Climate Strategies
¤ Emergency

Response Planning
¤ Downtown Development Plan
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QUESTIONS?
Thank You
Sarah Jones
Yampa Valley Sustainability Council
sarah@yvsc.org
971.871.9299
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2017 Annual Report
Energy:
•

Marketed and administered the Cen$ible Energy community rebate program for residents and small
businesses within the Yampa Valley Electric Association (YVEA) territory with funding from YVEA, the
City of Steamboat Springs and Alpine Bank.
• Distributed 291 rebates for total of $26,701. Rebates resulted in $166,830 spent locally on energy-efficient
products and services.
• Coordinated energy audits for 75 homeowners within YVEA territory and provided follow-up post-audit
coaching to 27 audit customers.
• Promoted and issued $1,000 in LED light bulb rebates for Oak Creek Electric customers through funding
from Routt County.
• Provided up to $5,000 per home in energy efficiency and weatherization work for 14 income-qualified (80%
AMI) households in Routt and Moffat counties through CARE program.
• Conducted outreach to recruit CARE clients for the 2018 season (15 families will be served in 2018).
● Initiated new energy efficiency Jump Start program to assist low-income families not served by the CARE
program. Worked with three families from Oak Creek, Yampa and Stagecoach.
• Provided Jump Start information in Spanish at fall Steamboat Springs School District meeting for Spanishspeaking parents with at least 50 attendees.
• Initiated a new mid-level $500 Cen$ible Energy commercial energy audit program for all types of small
businesses at or below 10,000 ft2.
• Promoted and hosted Commercial Property Assessed Clean Energy (C-PACE) training for realtors, building
owners and renewable energy vendors.
• Promoted and hosted session on energy efficiency mortgages and Home Energy Scores for local realtors.
• Hosted Electric Vehicle Ride-n-Drive in coordination with the 2017 Mustang Rally in June educating 30
people about electric vehicles.
• Met with Moffat County leaders at United Way, Bridges Out of Poverty, Human Resources Council, Love
Inc. and Community Budget Center to explain area energy efficiency programs.
• Presented at Moffat County Bridges out of Poverty dinner educating 25 low-income participants about
energy efficiency and rebates.
• Helped to facilitate discussion with CEO micro-hydro renewable energy expert and area municipalities to
identify potential small hydro projects.
• Hosted information table at the Spring Expo in Craig and Steamboat Home & Garden Show with
information and resources on energy efficiency and rebate programs. Connected with 200 people.
• Coordinated the work of local solar installer to assist Steamboat Springs Middle School in verifying rooftop
PV system connection and availability for net-metering with YVEA.
• Provided Watts-to-Drops water-energy connection information at May Talking Green with 28 attendees.
• Updated list of local vendors and service providers for energy efficiency and renewable energy work on
YVSC’s website.
• Taught classes on energy efficiency and rebate and weatherization programs at senior luncheons in
Steamboat Springs, Oak Creek and Craig.
• Staffed information table about rebates and energy efficiency tips at United Way holiday market. Talked
with at least 60 people including low-income and Spanish-speaking residents.
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ReTree Steamboat:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planted 385 trees.
Five planting events engaged 164 volunteers, 105 of which were youth under 18 years old.
Five planting sites: Hayden Valley Elementary School, Steamboat Springs High School, Workman Park in
Steamboat Springs, Stagecoach Reservoir Tailwaters, and Elkhead Reservoir State Park in Moffat County.
Engaged 179 volunteers, including 158 youth in planting, stewardship, monitoring and mapping.
Partnered with organizations such as Rocky Mountain Youth Corps’ Service Learning Corps, Totally Kids
Afterschool program in Hayden, and the Science School to engage youth in the long-term care, monitoring
and mapping of the seedlings.
Working with Steamboat Springs High School, Yampa Valley High School and Soroco High School to
provide field trip to Colorado State Forest Service nursery and CSU’s Department of Horticulture for high
school students to learn about careers in natural resources.

Green Building:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Submitted grant application, in partnership with Routt County, for funding from the Colorado Energy
Office (CEO) to provide technical assistance to the Regional Building Department for 2015 International
Building Codes (IBC), including 2015 International Energy Codes (IEC) adoption.
Organized, promoted and hosted three Colorado Codes Consulting trainings on 2015 IEC for 40 attendees,
including construction professionals, architects and Routt County Regional Building Department staff.
Continued to facilitate a 2015 IBC Advisory Working Group and provide research assistance to the
Regional Building Department in preparation for the 2015 IBC adoption.
Tabled at two Building Department 2015 IBC open house events to offer YVSC resources and information.
Attended Steamboat Spring City Council and Routt County Commissioners work sessions and meetings for
support of the 2015 IBC approval process. Effective date of adoption for the new codes is January 1, 2018.
Promoted and co-hosted screening of One Big Home documentary with 130 in attendance.
Signed up seven new Building Science Principles online class participants.
Hosted Sustainable Homes Tour on October 15, 2017 in the Fairview neighborhood with 88 attendees.
Facilitated meeting with City and County officials to discuss current regulations for Tiny Homes in
preparation for Talking Green on Tiny Homes on November 14.
Hosted Talking Green event about Tiny Homes with 68 attendees.
Initiated Tiny Homes Working Group made up of interested community members.

Waste Diversion:
Community Recycling Drop-Off
• 624 residents dropped off materials (56 more than in 2016).
• Nearly 75 volunteers helped at the event, including the Steamboat Springs High School National Honors
Society and Steamboat Springs Wranglers.
• YVSC collaborated with 15 local and out-of-town recycling partners: Routt County Environmental Health,
Blue Star Recyclers, Spring Back Colorado Mattress Recycling, Twin Enviro Services, Milner Mall, Axis
Steel, Aces High Services, Inc., Brite Ideas, Ski Haus, Advance Auto Parts, LiftUp, Safeway, PostNet,
PaintCare, Westside Automotive, Colorado Ski Furniture, The Classic Crank and Eco-Cycle.
NEW Commercial Recycling Drop-Off
• 22 businesses made appointments to recycle items
• 20 businesses had electronics to recycle
• 100% of businesses surveyed would like to have a commercial recycling event again in the future
• Two-thirds of the businesses are interested in increasing waste diversion efforts year-round
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NEW materials and partnerships
o Blue Star Recyclers - electronics
o Advance Auto Parts - motor oil and antifreeze
o Aces High Services, Inc. - single-stream recycling
o LiftUp - clothing
o Westside Automotive - tires
o Classic Crank Bicycle Shoppe - bikes
o Colorado Ski Furniture - skis
o Brite Ideas - bulbs, batteries and appliances with Freon (new material this year)
Volumes collected
o
38,844 lbs. electronics
o
5,075 lbs. paint and stain
o
200 gal. motor oil
o
79 mattresses and box springs
o
1,000 lbs. clothing
o
15,840 lbs. scrap metal and appliances
o
929 fluorescent light bulbs
o
57 vehicle batteries
o
3,962 lbs. household batteries
o
1,500 lbs. of yard waste
o
120 bike tires and tubes
o
2,000 books
o
103 pairs of skis
o
Plus building materials, shoes, wine corks, printer cartridges, cell phones, plastic bags, packing
peanuts and more
Waste Diversion Education and Outreach
• Created new online, interactive A-Z Recycling Guide with the local hard-to-recycle locations:
www.yvsc.org/a-zrecycleguide.
• Distributed 200 A-Z Recycling Guide business cards directing people to the online guide.
• Distributed 11,000 copies of print 2017 A-Z Recycling Guide in the Steamboat Today.
• Worked with Integrated Community to translate print A-Z Recycle Guide into Spanish.
• Answered 200 phone calls regarding waste diversion in Routt County
• Launched inaugural Food: Too Good to Waste 6-week Challenge for 50 families to track food waste and
learn waste reduction tips.
• 91% of Challenge participants agreed that food waste reduction became a higher priority in their family after
completing the Challenge.
• Facilitated ongoing food donation from The Cabin to rescue 1,250 lbs. of surplus food from conferences
and other special events to feed Horizons clients living in group homes.
• Maintained local Reuse and Repair Guide on YVSC website: www.yvsc.org/new-interactive-yampa-valleyreuse-and-repair-guide/
• Provided staffed waste diversion services for six Sustainable Events: Tread of Pioneers Block Party, Jumpin’ &
Jammin’ ski jumping competition, Tour de Steamboat bike ride, Honey Stinger bike and run, OktoberWest food
and beer festival and COLLAB conference for teachers.
• Educated 6,900 Sustainable Event attendees about waste reduction.
• Provided Do-It-Yourself (DIY) waste diversion kits (recycle and trash bins and signage) to 29 events with
under 200 people.
• Provided Water Monsters (120-gallon water refill stations) for 12 events.
• Water Monsters prevented 12,000 single-use plastic water bottles from going to the landfill.
• Consulted with 19 event coordinators to reduce waste generated at their community events.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Produced Waste Diversion Volunteer training video to educate new volunteers.
Presented on “Challenges of Waste Diversion in Rural Communities” at state-wide Solid Waste Association
of North America (SWANA) conference.
Presented on hard-to recycle materials at the annual statewide Colorado Association for Recycling (CAFR) conference.
Handed out 100 free reusable shopping bags at local grocery stores in celebration of Earth Day.
Presented waste diversion and recycling information at Routt County Council on Aging lunch.
Wrote 13 news articles on waste diversion, recycling, food rescue and composting for the Steamboat Today.
Posted 25 entries on waste diversion to the YVSC blog.
Organized Waste Diversion Round-Up conducted at Steamboat Springs Farmers’ Market to educate on
eight topics related to waste diversion in the home.
Prepared white paper on Waste Diversion in Routt County to provide regional and statewide context for
local waste diversion efforts.
Worked with Lightworks, Yampa Valley Electric Association and Brite Ideas to relocate the Bulb Eater and
provide free CFL recycling for residents.

Talking Green:
•
•

More than 500 people attended 11 Talking Green adult education events.
The format and topics for events varied and attracted a diverse audience every month: Food Too Good to
Waste Challenge presentation and kick-off, panel discussion on Anaerobic Digestion: Turning Food Waste
into Energy, At the Fork documentary screening, presentation on Residential Water Efficiency: Not a Drop
to Waste, Electric Vehicle Ride-n-Drive, Garden Tour at Elkstone Farms, presentation on The Future of
Coal, Sustainable Homes Tour, panel discussion on Tiny Homes, and two Green Drinks gatherings.

Sustainable Schools:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Through our annual Clean Out the Classroom campaign, donated 27 boxes of supplies Steamboat Arts
Council Create Space and Steamboat Springs summer school students.
Distributed recycle and trash signs to all schools in Steamboat Springs.
Coordinated composting families and school composting at Soda Creek Elementary and Strawberry Park
Elementary Schools (spring 2017 semester).
Assisted five local schools (Emerald Mountain, Mountain Village Montessori, Soda Creek, Strawberry Park
and Steamboat Springs Middle School) in national School Cafeteria Discard Assessment Project (SCrAP).
Conducted a Waste-Free Lunch Challenge in conjunction with SCrAP, providing information to parents on
packing a waste-free lunch.
Started “share” tables at Soda Creek and Strawberry Park Elementary schools to keep unopened food out of
the landfill and feed hungry students.
Facilitated waste audits with 50 8th grade students at Steamboat Springs Middle School and 5th graders at
Soda Creek Elementary to determine where waste can be reduced.
In response to their waste audit, several Middle School students wrote a letter to the administration to decrease
Styrofoam usage in schools. Styrofoam has now been taken off the lunch line at the Middle School.
Provided waste reduction consulting and materials for four Middle School dances.
Participated in the School District’s Makers Faire, Farmers’ Market, and Yampatika’s Fall Festival, teaching more
than 300 students how to make toys and crafts from recycled materials.
Provided waste reduction services to the annual COLLAB conference for school staff throughout Northwest Colorado.
Created online resource guide for teachers with links to sustainability curricula and lesson plans, contact
information for local guest speakers, local field trip options and more.
Presented to teachers at five Steamboat Springs schools about YVSC resources and services available for
teachers and students.
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YVSC - City of Steamboat Springs Collaborative Programs
We are already seeing the impacts of climate change on the local environment: changes in snow season length, low
river levels and early run-off, wildfires, insects and diseases that attack our forests, and hotter, drier summers. These
deviations in our environment are also impacting the economy of Steamboat Springs with shorter skiing and tubing
seasons, cancelled special events due to fire, drought or lack of snow, scenic views marred by fire or the Mountain
Pine Beetle epidemic, burdens on agricultural producers, changes to wildlife habitat that impact hunting and fishing,
and increased costs to local government to mitigate climate impacts and protect residents from fires and floods.
If we want our high quality of life, agricultural traditions, and world-class winter and summer recreation in
Steamboat Springs to endure and our economy to prosper, we need to address climate change locally. At the
behest of numerous City of Steamboat Springs residents and businesses, on September 19, YVSC Executive
Director Sarah Jones presented to City Council about the impacts of climate change locally and how other
communities in Colorado are taking action. We are hopeful City Council will move forward to take tangible climate
action by joining the Compact of Colorado Communities and are committed to supporting the City’s efforts.
YVSC is well-positioned to further efforts by City Council—and the Steamboat Springs community—to become
more sustainable and ensure greater community climate resilience and adaptability, so that future generations of
Yampa Valley residents can enjoy the same high quality of life we do today. We are bringing our entire community
together to conserve resources and are achieving measurable results in reducing our collective carbon footprint.
Whether it is workshops about building codes, one-on-one coaching on energy efficiency or events like the popular
Community Recycling Drop-Off, YVSC is providing the education, tools, resources, advocacy and service projects
to engage businesses and residents of all ages in preserving the Yampa Valley’s clean air and water, serene forests,
critical wildlife habitat and scenic beauty for future generations.
As part of our mission, YVSC is directly supporting the City’s vision to “preserve our past while assuring an
economically, culturally, and environmentally sustainable future.” We also continue to make progress on Cityidentified sustainability and economic goals and priorities and other community goals:
City Sustainability Goal, Climate and Energy, 5: O-1 Reduce energy use - YVSC is increasing energy
efficiency community-wide through education, rebates, and energy-efficiency assistance for low-income residents.
City Sustainability Goal, Natural Systems, 1: O-1 Increase land area with protected vegetated surfaces Through our ReTree Steamboat program, YVSC works closely with the City to increase the health and diversity of
forests and riparian areas in the City of Steamboat Springs.
City Economic Development Policy – YVSC’s Energy work, in partnership with the City, is an economic driver:
Energy productivity promotes economic competitiveness by stabilizing the cost of living for residents, provides
funds for maintenance of municipal services through cost savings, and allows for long-term control over resort
pricing, increasing competitiveness in the travel/recreation marketplace. Energy efficiency and renewable energy
investments in local buildings, homes, and transportation also create jobs and have a multiplier value of more than
two for local economic benefit, as is evidenced already by the Cen$ible Energy rebate program that YVSC initiated
(with City funding) and now administers.
Vision 2030 goals - YVSC is reducing individual carbon footprints through lifestyle choices, encouraging energy
conservation, promoting sustainable building practices, promoting local food production, providing opportunities
for recycling and safe disposal of household hazardous waste, and promoting Green Waste (organics recycling)
programs.
PO Box 881461

Steamboat Springs, CO 80488

970.871.9299

www.yvsc.org

info@yvsc.org
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Climate Adaptation Strategies
Text from Extreme Weather Adaptation Aspen CO: A Story Map
In support of the Western Adaptation Alliance (WAA) mission statement this story map seeks
to inform the adaptation strategies of the City of Aspen and act as a communication tool for
spreading extreme weather adaptation awareness throughout the Southwest by exploring the
history of extreme weather adaptation in the City. The map encompasses drought, fire, flood,
heat, and wind events and the preparedness strategies utilized to meet these challenges.
The Canary Initiative seeks to prepare the City of Aspen for these events and other challenges
related to climate change through climate resiliency. By following this report, focusing
particularly on the water and infrastructure segments, and the history of extreme events in
Aspen this interactive map will provide a narrative for the past, present, and future of extreme
weather adaptation in the City of Aspen.
The map on the right shows historical examples from each extreme event category. Each icon in
the map on the right contains a description of the event or a link to that description. Further
links are placed throughout the narrative journal on the left panel. Solidly underlined links will
open a new window in your browser while dashed underline links will change the contents of
the viewing panel on the right.
Drought and the Future of Water in Aspen
The City of Aspen has experienced only five multiyear droughts since 1960 and only two of
those have lasted three years or longer according to the West Wide Drought Tracker. Due to
the conservation efforts of the City and its' citizenry along with the implementation of three
tiered drought stages , surface water storage has thus far been deferred. As stated in the CITY
OF ASPEN MUNICIPAL WATER EFFICIENCY PLAN, during a dry year the city diverts water from
Maroon and Castle Creek as well as water from one of the three wells currently in place.
Because of its heavy reliance on stream flow, Aspen is uniquely vulnerable to the changing
climate, despite the fact the water supply is projected to meet demands now and into the
future under historic hydrology conditions.
As such, the City has developed several water supply projects to prepare for the possibility of a
dryer climate. The need for such programs was thrown into sharp relief by the drought of 2012
which was the worst drought in recent history based on an SPEI value of -2.16. The drought of
2012 followed by a year of scarce snow-pack cost the city a combined 1.2 million dollars in
additional power purchasing resulting from lost hydroelectric generation potential.
Additionally, the city was forced to ask for a 10% reduction from water users, resulting in
further financial losses for the utility (1). While 2012 was an unusually dry year, future changes
in Aspen's annual water cycle suggest that water availability will continue to be an issue in the
City.
Despite projections that annual precipitation will remain relatively flat, dust on snow events
and warmer temperatures in the Intermountain Southwest are expected to decrease
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snowpack (1). As noted earlier, the City is solely dependent on this water source, and climatic
shifts give cause for concern as to its future reliability.
Fire & Fire Prevention
The city of Aspen has experienced only one nearby fire, the South Canyon Fire that claimed 14
lives and burned just over 1800 acres an hour to the Northwest of Aspen, and no wildfires
locally since 1960.
Despite the relative safety from wildfire the City enjoys, there are several mitigation
strategies employed by the City, County, and State governments that work to ensure continued
success in keeping wildfire from threatening Aspen's Wildland Urban Interface (WUI). These
strategies focus primarily on clearing dry debris from the space around one’s home and
conducting prescribed fires like the Hunter Creek project (described in the video on the main
panel), but also include a wildfire preparedness checklist in case of an
emergency. Furthermore, the City of Aspen, along with various other cities, has partnered with
Pitkin County to create the Pitkin County Community Wildfire Protection Plan in order to
contribute to the adaptation and mitigation of wildfire in neighboring communities.
The future of fire risk in the Roaring Fork Valley is uncertain but raised fire risk is likely due to
early snow melt, decreases in precipitation, increases in temperature and insect infestation.
These changes have already begun to affect the fire regime in Colorado with an increase in fire
size and severity in the American West in recent decades (2).
Flooding & Landslides
As of 2012, there were 21 recorded Landslide/Rockslide/Mudflow events having occurred in
Pitkin County since 1970. These events, some of which are described in the interactive map on
the first main panel, resulted in a range of injury, death, road closures, and property damage.
Landslides and other debris flows can be caused by multiple factors, several of which
(precipitation, snowpack, and soil moisture) are known to be changing as a result of the shifting
climate.
The Pitkin County Pre-Disaster Mitigation Plan Asses where and when landslides and flooding
may occur in order to identify the potential risk to current infrastructure and plan for future
development. However, these planning efforts are likely to require frequent updates in the face
of climate change as noted in the Plan. As such, pages 85-87 of Climate Change & Aspen (aka
the Canary Initiative Report) seek to outline future risk of extreme flooding and debris flow
events and suggest possible response strategies to an uncertain future of extreme events.
Heavy rains and rapid snowmelt not only cause debris flow, they can also cause severe damage
through flooding in the Roaring Fork River Valley. Both seasonal flooding from spring snowmelt
and flash flooding from severe thunderstorms can be fatal to any in their path and additionally
can cause millions of dollars of damage to structures within the 100 year floodplain. Examples
of such events can be found in the interactive map on the first main panel. In a city where "Any
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flood is extreme", local and county governments have worked to minimize the risks associated
with high flows and flooding in the many rivers and creeks surrounding Aspen (3).
The City of Aspen Stormwater Department has not only updated stormwater infrastructure in
recent years, It has also developed an Urban Runoff Management Plan to help reduce risk to
current and future infrastructure in the City through instituting requirements for development
within the 100 year flood plain. Additionally Pitkin County has developed the Be Flood Smart
campaign,Flood Risk Maps ,and an Emergency Operations Plan to help citizens prepare and
respond to flooding events.
Frost Free Days
In addition to shifting heating a cooling requirements, altering fire regimes, and changing
precipitation patterns, rising average temperatures are impacting the growing season
throughout the United States, particularly in the Southwest, through changes in the Frost Free
Season. The City of Aspen is no exception, with the number of frost free days on the rise since
1940. Not only does the number of frost free days impact the growing season, it also has
transformative effects on ecosystems and their plant and animal communities in the Roaring
Fork River Valley.
Pages 63-68 of Climate Change & Aspen denote how rising average temperatures can cause
alpine ecosystems to disappear, cause trophic cascades, allow invasive species to flourish, and
cause pest outbreaks. Furthermore the report outlines multiple response strategies to address
the changes to the frost free season in Aspen.
Extreme Wind
Aside from dust on snow events, which cause rapid snow melt impacting Aspen's water supply
and causing flooding events as mentioned in the drought section of this story map, only a
handful of extreme wind events have occurred in Pitkin County since 1960. The events are
described in the interactive map on the first main panel. Together, these events caused
125,100$ worth of damage according to the Pitkin County Pre-Disaster Management
Plan (Note that only events causing > 10,000$ worth of damage are considered to be extreme).
While Colorado lies on the western edge of tornado alley, only one tornado has been reported
in recent history in Pitkin County. The storm registered an F2 on the Fujita scale and caused
5,000$ of damage when it touched down in Redstone on June 20, 1975. Pitkin County expects
wind related damages to increase as development increases in the county. However apart from
updating building codes to the best available standards, the County notes in the Pre-Disaster
Mitigation Plan that it is difficult to prepare for extreme winds that are nearly impossible to
predict.
While the future of extreme wind in the United States is uncertain, there is evidence to suggest
a robust increase in severe thunderstorm and convective wind environments under moderate
global warming conditions (4). Due to the high risk Fort Collins already faces from extreme wind
events and the possibility for that risk to be enhanced via global warming, adaptation and
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mitigation of extreme wind events should feature prominently in Fort Collins climate
preparedness landscape going forward.
Resilience & Climate Preparedness
The City of Aspen is committed to taking action on climate change; illustrated by their goal to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 30% by 2020 and 80% by 2050 (as compared to 2004
emission rates) as stated in the Climate Action Plan (CAP) of 2015. A feat which is part of a
national goal to avoid dangerous climate change. Following the CAP, Aspen will need to
implement adaptation strategies (particularly to offset the risk and costs associated with
extreme weather) along with its mitigation goals in order to prepare for the shift to a warmer
climate. However, the initiative displayed in the CAP and Climate Adaptation Plan are promising
beginnings in building a prepared community.
Preparing for extreme weather is vital to a resilient community. In a future of uncertain climate,
the Intermountain Southwest can utilize its' many resources to ensure the environmental
success of future generations by putting in place measures to mitigate and adapt to drought,
fire, flood, heat, and wind events that risk lives and livelihoods every year.
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Summit County Climate Action Plan
Executive Summary
Our Goal

Million metric tons CO2e

Summit County has engaged in climate action planning to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
impacts on climate change, as well as to plan for an economically vibrant, environmentally healthy, and
socially responsible future. Ultimately, the goal is to reduce emissions by 15 percent in 15 years.
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Strategies for achieving our goals.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
& SUPPLY STRATEGIES

Cost Savings

Cleaner Air

Job Creation

Comfort & Safety

E1: Distributed Renewable Energy
- Continue to develop solar photovoltaic and other renewable energy
systems

E2: Above Code Construction
- Voluntary adoption of practices for new construction and major
renovations that go beyond state-mandated building and energy codes

430,000 by 2030
360,000 by 2030

- Continued support and implementation of Summit Community Power
Works initiative for the residential and institutional sectors, and expansion
to the commercial and industrial sectors

335,000 by 2030

E4: Outdoor Heating and Snowmelt Systems
- Alternatives to installing snowmelt and outdoor heating systems,
alternative energy supplies for systems, and training on proper control,
and operation of existing systems

115,000 by 2030

E5: Increased Energy Consumption Data
- Continue to expand options for and accessibility of information for
consumers on their energy consumption via smart controls, websites,
utility bills, and other

80,000 by 2030

E6: Building Recommissioning and Tune-ups
- Leverage Rocky Mountain Power’s energy management program for
commercial/industrial recommissioning, retro-commissioning, or strategic
energy management

70,000 by 2030

Potential Cumulative Emissions Reduction
(in Metric Tons CO2e)

E3: Summit Community Power Works

E7: Engaging Second Homeowners and Lodging Properties
- Reduce energy consumption and increase efficiency of second homes
and lodging properties through education, outreach, incentives, and
investments in building controls

48,000 by 2030

Total Emissions Reduction: 1,400,000
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TRANSPORTATION &
LAND USE STRATEGIES

Mobility Options Cost Savings Cleaner Air Health & Wellness Land Conservation
- Explore and expand regional transit options especially from Summit County
to/from Salt Lake City and Heber City

TL2: Sustainable Development Patterns
- Plan for compact growth, reduced sprawling development, and increased
opportunities for people to access services and places of work

TL3: Agriculture, Livestock, and Land Use Management
- Apply best practices to reduce energy use, improve efficiency of equipment,
and limit GHG emissions associated with equipment and fertilizer use

TL4: Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure Improvements
- Develop infrastructure for alternatives to on-road travel

TL5: Alternatively Powered Vehicles
- Continue to promote alternatively powered vehicles, as well as develop
infrastructure to support using these vehicles

84,000 by 2030
56,000 by 2030
35,000 by 2030
17,000 by 2030
6,000 by 2030

Total Emissions Reduction: 200,000

Potential Cumulative Emissions Reduction
(in Metric Tons CO2e)

TL1: Regional Transit Expansion

OTHER CROSS-CUTTING
STRATEGIES

Waste Reduction

Leadership Position

- Focus on increasing cardboard recycling service and increasing diversion
rates of commercial, institutional, lodging, and condominium properties

O2: County Leading by Example
- Continue to lead by example at County facilities

O3: Supporting Other’s Climate Response Efforts
- Support and collaborate with institutions, large emitters, municipalities,
and regional neighbors in their climate action planning

31,000 by 2030
13,000 by 2030
10,000 by 2030

Potential Cumulative
Emissions Reduction
(in Metric Tons CO2e)

O1: Recycling Program Expansion

Regional Impact

Total Emissions Reduction: 53,000
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Ongoing

Long-term Initiatives

Near-term Initatives

Immediate Initiatives

Playbook for Implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LED Lighting Program
Community Choice Aggregation Exploration (CCA)
County Code Updates
County Solar Photovoltaic System Project (Justice Center)
County Website Energy Updates
Regional Climate Network Participation
Residential Outreach Campaign

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bulk Purchasing Solar Program
County Compressed Natural Gas Refueling Station
County Resource Management Plan Development
County Sustainability Plan 2017 Update
Energy Reporting Tool Outreach Campaign
Lodging Property Energy Outreach Campaign
Programmable Thermostat Bulk Purchasing & Incentives (Smart Controls)
Program
Residential and Institutional Weatherization and Retrofit Program
Second Homeowner Energy Outreach Campaign
Smart Metering Technology Pilot Discussions
Technical Assistance Program or Certification Program for Above Code
Construction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture and Large Land Owner Energy Outreach Campaign
Business Energy Outreach Campaign
Commercial Recycling Program Expansion
Commercial/Industrial/Institutional Energy Advisor Coaching and Programming
County Compost Facility Development
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Development
Nitrogen Fertilizer Optimization Program Exploration
Outdoor Heating and Snowmelt System Resource Guide
Outdoor Heating Notification System

•
•
•
•

Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvement Plan Coordination
County Facility Lighting and Efficiency Upgrades
County Fleet Vehicle Investments
Regional Transit Expansion Coordination
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City of Steamboat Springs – City Council
PO Box 775088
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

February 20, 2018

Dear Steamboat Springs City Council members,
Colorado is two degrees warmer than it was 30 years ago.
We are already seeing the impacts of this climate change in the Yampa Valley, and local businesses
are experiencing the economic effects of reduced snowpack, earlier snowmelt, drought and wildfires,
which threaten our bottom line.
As businesses and organizations in a unique community, supported by the bookends of agriculture
and outdoor recreation, we understand the importance of the health of our environment and wild
places to our economy and to our sense of place. We also believe that residents and visitors alike
have an expectation that we maintain high standards with regard to reducing carbon emissions and
being good stewards of our environment.
We understand the inclination in a small town to assume that some larger entity can or will take
climate action that is more meaningful from a global perspective. However, we are also very aware
that climate change will damage our local economy and our way of life. Therefore, it is up to each
and every local individual, business and municipality to bend the emissions curve and do what is
possible in our own backyards.
We believe that if City Council takes climate action, it will go a long way in setting expectations for
businesses in the community. Joining the Compact of Colorado Communities would represent an
environmentally and economically responsible next step for the City of Steamboat Springs. The
Compact seeks to:
● Dramatically enhance local government capacity to address climate change and clean energy
throughout critical decision-making roles;
● Create jobs, improve public health and demonstrate bold actions;
● Drive the development of visible community improvement projects that will be coveted
by residents and businesses;
● Spur economic development through sound clean energy and preparedness programs;
● Provide an important forum addressing public engagement and awareness; and
● Facilitate flow of funding from Colorado/Federal agencies, philanthropy and the private
sector to member initiatives.
The high-mountain environment that is the foundation of our economy—and our community—is
more at risk now than ever before. The impact of decisions we make to address climate change will
affect not only our community’s current financial stability but also the way of life in our valley for
future generations.
We, the undersigned businesses and organizations, urge Steamboat Springs City Council to hear our
voices, represent our interests as elected officials, and take action to reduce our community’s impact
on the climate.
Thank you,
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Aces High
All Season Financial Advisors
Angela Ashby - RE/MAX Partners
Annie's Home Consignment
Apex Architecture
Aspen Botanicals
Backcountry Delicatessen
Backdoor Sports
BAP
Big Agnes
Bingham Built
Black Tie Ski Rental Delivery
Brightside Solar
The Buddhist Center of Steamboat Springs
Butcherknife Brewing Company
Catamount Ranch & Club
Classic Crank Bicycle Shoppe
Click Medical
Cloverdale Farm and Restaurant
Colorado Building Performance
Colorado Crane Conservation Coalition
Community Alliance of the Yampa Valley
Complete Home Inspection Services, LLC
Control Designer, Inc.
Creekside Café
Davidson Tax Company, Inc.
Dudley Ohana, LLC
ecotone adventures
Elkstone Farm
Emerald Mountain Energy
Environmental Solutions Unlimited, LLC
Fair & Square Construction
Friends of the Routt Backcountry
Gerber Berend Design Build
Grass Sticks
Great Old Broads for Wilderness
Hala Gear
Historic Routt County
Hog Island Boat Works
Holy Name Catholic Church
The Home Ranch
Honey Stinger
Indivisible Yampa Valley
J.K. Wall Designers, Ltd.
Jake's Drafting Service, Inc.
Just Gardens
Kent Eriksen Cycles
Kid's Kabin Preschool
Kneading Hands
Light Works of Steamboat
Mainstreet Steamboat
Mountain Tap Brewery
Mountain Window & Door Inc.

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

Nature and Nurture Childcare
One Stop Ski Shop
Orange Peel Bicycle Service
Pedego Electric Bikes
Pet Kare Clinic
Point6
Protect Our Winters (POW)
PureBuilt
Rocky Mountain Youth Corps
ROOTZ Organic Cafe
Routt County Riders
Sake2U
Simply Radiant Heating
Singletrack Bookkeeping
Ski Butlers
Ski Haus
the Ski Locker
Skull Creek Greek
Sleeping Giant Real Estate, Inc.
Smartwool
St. Martin of Tours Catholic Church
Steamboat Ace Hardware
Steamboat Architectural Associates
Steamboat Babysitting Company
Steamboat Coffee House
Steamboat Engineering & Architectural
Design, Inc.
80. Steamboat Flyfisher
81. Steamboat Powdercats
82. Steamboat Ski & Bike Kare
83. Steamboat Ski & Resort Corporation
84. Steamboat Sotheby's International Realty
85. Steamboat Specialties
86. Steamboat Springs Winter Sports Club
87. Storm Peak Brewing Company
88. Straightline Sports
89. Summit Haus Properties
90. Sustainable Building Solutions
91. Tour de Steamboat
92. Trappers Lake Sierra Club
93. Twisted Trails Running Company
94. Vacasa
95. Western Colorado Congress
96. Westside Automotive
97. Wheels Bike Shop
98. The Window Man
99. Yampa Valley Sustainability Council
100. Yampatika
101. Young Bloods Collective
102. Zola European Windows
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Suggestions for Communitywide Climate Mitigation Strategies
Below is a list of possible strategies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHGE) throughout the
City of Steamboat Springs. This is not a complete list but a starting point for discussion based
on City of Steamboat Springs community documents, current community work, successful
strategies from other mountain community Climate Action Plans (CAPs), and insight gathered at
the Colorado Communities Symposium.
Immediate Initiatives
General
• Join Compact of Colorado Communities
• Update the 2005 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory
• Begin incorporating climate action perspective into planning
o Emergency Response
o Downtown Development Plan
Energy Efficiency
• Pass the 2015 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) – Complete!
• Continue to support Cen$ible Energy rebate program
Renewable Energy
• Prepare new law enforcement complex to allow for future solar installation
Transportation
• E-bikes allowed on Core Trail – Complete!
Waste Diversion
• Enforce current solid waste data collection ordinance
• City representative participate in County Materials Management Working Group
• Encourage event permitting with waste diversion requirements
Near-term Initiatives
General
• Continue to measure and track progress on City STAR goals
• Using the STAR Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation guidance, establish and track
GHGE reduction goals
Energy Efficiency
• Increase funding of Cen$ible Energy to support energy efficiency rebates for commercial
buildings
• Partner with YVEA on transitioning remaining streetlights to LED
• Support education about free EPA benchmarking of energy use in existing commercial
buildings
• Support education about residential and commercial financing options for energy
efficiency and renewable energy projects
Renewable Energy
• Consider renewable energy installation at water/wastewater treatment facilities (solar
and/or micro-hydro)
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• Establish local Solar Friendly Community Program
Transportation
• Support communitywide Spare the Air campaign
• Support alternative commuter programs, for example Durango’s Way to Go! program
• Continue transition of City fleets to EV, hybrid and higher MPG vehicles
Waste Diversion
• Establish communitywide waste diversion goals
• Support business improvement district alley beautification project to allow for better
business recycling
• Assist in development of Routt County’s guidance for construction and demolition waste
diversion
• Support community-led composting initiatives
Long-term Initiatives
General
• Continue to measure and track progress on City STAR goals
• Continue to measure and track on progress towards GHGE reduction goals
Energy Efficiency
• Encourage the use of home energy score (HES) ratings as part of residential home
inspections to encourage a better understanding of home energy use in the residential
home sales process
• Support energy efficiency education for property managers to increase efficiency of
multi-unit housing complexes
• Approve 2018 IECC
Renewable Energy
• Support construction of approved hydropower at Catamount Dam
• Expand funding of Cen$ible Energy rebate program to support renewable energy
residential and commercial installation
Transportation
• Support infrastructure for increased EV capacity in Steamboat Springs and along the
Route 40 corridor
• Expand upkeep of bike path markings on city streets
Waste Diversion
• Pass a business recycling ordinance
• Support compost market with use of certified compost in City road revegetation and
open space projects
• Establish environmentally preferable purchasing policy within government operations
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The following pages are public comment.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
City Council
Online Form Submittal: City Council Contact Form
Wednesday, February 14, 2018 1:49:32 PM

City Council Contact Form
Contact Information

First Name

David

Last Name

Selden

Email Address

ngoraselden@gmail.com

Questions or Comments

Please select the
department(s) you
want to contact:

Field not completed.

Please leave your
comments or questions
below.

Please find a way to support bold climate action. Steamboat's
future depends on it and it is the morally right thing to do. We all
need to do our best to slow down the pace of our impacts on the
planet - for our health and spiritual well- being. The mitigation
action we take now is much more cost-effective than trying to
"clean up the mess" later. GHG will remain in the atmosphere for
decades, if not centuries. "Buy now and save!"

Please add
attachments here.

Field not completed.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
City Council
Online Form Submittal: City Council Contact Form
Sunday, February 18, 2018 11:49:30 AM

City Council Contact Form
Contact Information

First Name

Frankie

Last Name

Hannah

Email Address

fxhannah@msn.com

Questions or Comments

Please select the
department(s) you
want to contact:

City Council

Please leave your
comments or questions
below.

I am writing about climate action and urge you all, as our City
Council to join other communities to START NOW to change the
way we produce our power, and to encourage conserving our
resources. Please support a switch to wind, solar, geothermal
power. It will create jobs, give us a cleaner environment and
keep us from the monumental changes that will happen if we do
not. Do your part on Feb. 27th. Thank you. Respectfully, Frankie
Hannah

Please add
attachments here.

Field not completed.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
City Council
Online Form Submittal: City Council Contact Form
Wednesday, February 21, 2018 9:15:08 AM

City Council Contact Form
Contact Information

First Name

Michael

Last Name

Fragola

Email Address

Mfragola369@msn.com

Questions or Comments

Please select the
department(s) you
want to contact:

City Council

Please leave your
comments or questions
below.

Support the climate change initiatives. Make Steamboat and all
of Colorado a leader.

Please add
attachments here.

Field not completed.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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